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Words this cycle...
7th grade words Curriculum/ On Topic Words

1. Poise

2. Liberate

3. Tempt

4. Intuition

5. Inarticulate

6. Compliant 

7. Extensive

8. Relevance

9. Distinction (distinct)

10. Imminent

11. Impose

12. Subtle

13. Falter

14. Disfigured

15. Synthesize



7th grade words
1.  Poise- (noun): to have balance, composure, or self-posession 
(control)

Ex: Dancers have great poise and grace. 

2.  Liberate- (verb): to set free, release, or to give freedom. 

ex:  College students feel liberated after graduation. 



3. Tempt- (verb): to persuade, try and get someone to do something.

Ex: The thief tried to capture the dog and tempted it with a treat.

4. Intuition- (noun): based on a feeling, going ‘with your gut’, trusting 
your instincts

  Ex: Jill used intuition to solve the crime, rather than evidence.

5. Inarticulate- (adj): not able to speak, or speak well

Ex: His speech was inarticulate, it was hard to understand. 



Curriculum Words
6. Compliant- to agree to rules, or expectations

EX: Luckily, the store owner was compliant during 
investigation.

7. Extensive- a large amount, or something that has a full range

EX. Experts do extensive research on their focused topic.



8. Relevance- something having relation to another, having a 

connection

EX. That story had no relevance to today’s lesson.

9. Distinction (distinct)- having or noticing differences between 

things.

EX. Bonfires have a distinct smell. 

10. Imminent- something is happening soon, or is bound to happen.

EX: Without more business, the store’s closing was imminent. 



11. Impose- using authority to force change, or interrupt routines

EX: The jail guard imposed many rules to keep inmates safe.

12. Subtle- being hard to notice or differentiate OR being clever, 

undetectable 

EX: There’s a very subtle difference between shades of pink.

13. Falter- to weaken, hesitate, or stumble

EX: “During your speech do not falter, have confidence!” 



14. Disfigured- having a damaged, or broken appearance

EX: Very old buildings begin to look disfigured as they age.

15. Synthesize- combining multiple things to make something new

EX: He synthesized his old and new research to form his 

theory.



Content Sentences Examples
6. Luckily, the store owner was compliant during investigation.

7. Experts do extensive research on their focused topic.

8. That story had no relevance to today’s lesson.

9. Bonfires have a distinct smell. 

10.  Without more business, the store’s closing was imminent. 



Content Sentences Examples 11-15
11. The jail guard imposed many rules to keep inmates safe.

12. There’s a very subtle difference between shades of pink.

13. “During your speech do not falter, have confidence!” 

14. Very old buildings begin to look disfigured as they age.

15. He synthesized his old and new research to form his theory. 


